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As indicated in the February Newsletter, Morocco Botmd
is to continue as a quarterly publication. Consideration
has been given in the past to the concept of a yearly
publication. and even to cease publication. due to
perceived difficulty in sourcing suitable content. The
Committee is confident that a quality joumal can
continue to be produced on a quarterly basis. I have been
asked by the Que'ensland Guild to assure our readers that
the proposition to cease publication of Morocco Bowtd

did not result from any action or decision by that
organisation. I am happy to give that assurance, and look
forward to members of other State Guilds continuing to
receive and enjoy what is intended to be a national
journal.

In this, the 25s year of publication. the opportunity has
been taken to change the appearance of Morocco Bound.
I hope you like the new look and enjoy the content.

John Turner

William Moffrtt (1802-1874). trained in Liverpool.
England as a bookbinder. He came to Sydney as a

convict and set up business in 1830 as bookbinder,
printer, and engraver. He also sold books and stationery.
When he retired in 1874. the business passed to William
Yeo and then, in 1886, to W C Penfold & Co.

The binder's ticket on the left, enlarged. is a copy of the
one Moffitt used while at his first address, 8 King Street.
In August 1833, he moved to 23 (now 183; Pitt Street.
The label on the right appears to have been printed from
the original plate, after the address had been reengraved.

THIS ISSUE ...
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Readers visiting London and who have some time to
spare mali be interested in visiting this famous library.
Though the collection is based on the history of printing.
it covers all the book related graphic arts. and there is
plenty to interest the bookbinder.

The St Bride Printing Library opened in 1895 as a
technical library. From the beginning it was one of the
great collections of the historical literature of printing.
The library of William Blades (1824-90). master printer
and author of a classic study of William Caxton. rvas

saved from dispersal and acquired in 1891. Other
important collections in the library include those of
Talbot Baines Reed (1852-93). a typefounder and
historian of typefounding, and John Southward (1840-
1902), a technical journalist with a wide-ranging interest
in contemporary developments.

These acquisitions provided the library with excellent
historical collections and examples of early printing. as

well as unrivalled collections of catalogues, prospectuses
and specimens.

Later acquisitions included 2,600 wood blocks and other
materials from the Chiswick Press; and the complete
working papers of Eric Gill's letter cutting workshop.
including many drawings relating to type design,
presented by the Monotype Corporation in 1976.

The National Printing Library's future in its historic
premises was pernanently secured in 1992 by the
Corporation of London, who had been responsible for its
day+o-day administration since 1966,

Since 1992. St Bride has built on its internationally-
recognised position as the world's foremost printing and
graphic arts library. a role it combines with that of a

technical library serving the UK's sixth-largest industry.
The catalogue has been fully computerised, and is
accessible through terminals at any of the City's libraries.

Public access to the collections has been enhanced. and
the Library remains one of the few places in the world
where all those with an interest in printing and associated
arts can gather, at the traditional heart of the printing and
publishing trades where all aspects of their cultural and
technical achievements may be studied.

Two groups of Friends, the North American Friends of
the St Bride Printing Library and the European Friends of
the St Bride Printing Library, were formed in 1998. with
the united aims of:
. supporting and safeguarding the Printing Library
. representing the interests of its users to the

Corporation of London
. urging the continued existence of the Printing

Library as a separate, adequately-staffed unit within
the Corporation's [brary network

. raising awareness of the Library's importance
through publications, exhibitions. and other events

r assisting in the acquisition of books and other
materials with gifts of money and kind, augmenting
(but not replacing) the Library's own resources.

GENERAL COLLECTIONS
The Library has some 40,000 books and pamphlets, of
rvhich a cross-section is available in the reading room on
open shelves. The holdings of tvorks in English are
comprehensive, and the history and practice of printing
and the book trade in other countries are well
represented. There are extensive collections of examples
of the work of notable printers, of illustration processes,
of text composition, and of the use of special types.

The Library subscribes to over 200 periodicals. Current
issues of many of these are available in the reading room
on open shelves. They range from the major British and
overseas technical journals. to journals of graphic design,
printing and book trade history. bibliography, and craft
printing and binding. The Library also holds another
3000 titles. including trade directories and many rare and
out-of-print periodical publications. often unavailable
elsewhere.

The Library also holds a number of titles on CD-ROM.
including the PIRA Paper, Printing & Packaging
database.

An appointment should be made for the use of long runs
of periodicals, material on microfilm or fiche. early
printed books. manuscripts and special collections.

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
There are many separate collections in the library. Some
consist of the literature of particular subjects. or
examples of certain classes of printing or processes 

-valentines, for example, or examples of early filmset text

- and there are also manuscripts and drawings. A few of
these collections are listed below:

o Broadsides. song sheets and chapbooks: English and
Scottish chapbooks, lSth-century song sheets, and
l9th-cenrury broadsides of James Catnach and his
contemporaries.

o Trade documents: Broadsides. leaflets. union reports
and other material on labour relations in the printing
trade from 1785 to the present day.

o Trade literature: Catalogues and prospectuses issued
by the makers and suppliers of printing machinery
and materials. Catalogues of the major printing trade
exhibitions.

o Eric Gill Designs by Eric Gill (1882-1940) for stone-
cut inscriptions and rubbings of the finished work.
drawings for printing types.

o Shorthand: About 3.000 manuals and periodicals.

S,.
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o Photographs: The library has collections of
photographs of printing offices. machinery.
typefaces. and personalities in the printing trade.
including a collection of photographs by Emery
Walker of Williant Mon'is and his circle. There is
also a collection of about 2.000 negatives and
reference prints arranged by subject, and a slide loan
collection.

. Patents: About 40.000 complete specifications for
British patents for printin-e and related fields. with
abridgments.

TYPE SPECINIENS
The collection of type specimens is one of the largest and
most comprehensive in existence. There are about 10.000
items. dating from the early l7th century to the present
day. Most of the earlier items were acquired with the
libraries of William Blades (1824-90) and Talbot Baines
Reed (1852-93). The collection has continued to develop.
and now includes the ephemeral leaflets issued by
European and United States foundries in the 20th
century, and the specimens issued by type makers and
users (including printers and trade typesetters) employing
both the traditional and newer technologies (such as

photo-composition, dry transfer lettering and digitizing)
for type production.

Some new fonts produced with the aid of materials in the
library include the recent digital versions of Eric Gill's
'Aries' and 'Golden Cockerel' types. ITC Founder's
Caslon. Matthew Carter's 'Miller'. and Jonathan
Hoefler's'Ziggurat' and'Leviathan' types.

Autumn 2004

ARCHIVES & ARTEFACTS
The library has the archives of the printer and publisher
Taylor & Francis (established 1803), the publisher

Charles Griffin & Co.. and many smaller manuscript
items. A number of archives are held on microfilm.
including the records of the Stationers' Company and the

Cambridge University Press.

Since the 1960s. St Bride has collected artefacts. which
illustrate the methods of printing and typefounding. The
collection includes hand presses - an lSth-century
common press. and examples of Stanhope. Columbian
and Albion presses - and about 300 founts of type.
including some from Oxford University Press.
Typefounding materials are well represented. with
punches and matrices from two major English
typefoundries (Caslon and Figgins). and other equipment.

The St Bride Library is situated in St Bride Lane. off
Fleet Street, near Ludgate Circus, between Fleet Street
and New Bridge Street. The nearest underground station
is Blackfriars. Also rvithin easy walking distance are St
Pauls. Farringdon and Holborn underground stations.
Email address is www.stbride@corpoflondon.gov.uk.

The Library is open on Tuesday 12 noon to 5.30 pm and
Wednesday 12 noon to 9 pm and Thursday 12 noon to
5.30 pm. Charter or Associate membership in the Friends
of the St Bride Printing Library is available free to
anyone with an email address. Members are kept up-to-
date with a regular electronic newsletter and full access

to the Friends' website. The Friends' web address is
www.stbride.org.

Morocco Bound

The following obituary of Peter Waters, the
renowned book conservator, is reprinted with the
kind permission of Designer Bookbinders and the
author, B ernard Middleton.
With the death of Peter Waters on June 26. 2003. at the
age of 73. we have lost one of the most inJluential figures
in our field. From the start he was someone to be
watched. Initially trained by William Mathews at
Guildford, he went to the Royal College of Art, where I
met him in 1949. He was a star student. awarded a fourth
year and a Silver Medal Special Achievement award in
195 l. Also at the RCA was Sheila Salt. the starr student
of calligraphy. Their talents were complimentary, and I
think they did much to help each other through their
degrees. Peter and Sheila married in 1952 - they attended
my marriage to Dora in 195 I and we attended theirs -
and that alhance, marital and professional, was highly
successful all the way through.

Peter was a fine craftsman. and he produced. in
partnership with Roger Powell. and in collaboration with

Sheila, some superbly elegant and distinctive bindings,
constructed on broadly traditional lines. but with non-
trade improvements of the kind advocated by Powell.

I suppose it was the catastrophic flood in Florence in the
mid-60s which caused us to lose Peter as a designer
binder and deprived us of what would surely have been a
splendid body of work. But more important activities in
the field of conservation lay ahead. Peter directed early
operations in Florence and then went on to an important
post at the Library of Congress. which he occupied for
something like 25 years. He often acted as a consultant at
the time of disaster in great libraries. notably the Library
of the Academy of Sciences in St Petersburg, and he
served on many high-level committees.

Having recounted all that. I recall that about 50 years ago

he told me that he would sometimes play the piano while
his endpapers were drying - how times change and

careers develop!

Peter was a civilized and a good man.
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Tree marbling was made popular during the early 1800s,
with the earliest known tree binding dating back to 1775.
The large bookbinding companies such as W.T. Morrell
& Sons and Zaehnsdorf. produced tree calfbindings.
with W. T. Monelli still commercially undertaking these
commissions up until the 1970s.

For several reasons, today's binders do not have the
opportunities to learn the skills required to undertake calf
marbling and decoration. Formerly. these skills would
have been learnt within an apprenticeship scheme
surrounded by those with years of knowledge and skills.
Nowadays. there is also limited access to multiple-
volume sets of books that require binding in tree calf.
The large scale binding in itself would have created a

good background for a high standard of tree calf work
and the ability for one person to be repetitive r,",ith their
tree design on multi-volume sets.

These companies also had the opportunity to experiment
with different recipes for producing tree pattems with
different shades and colours. such as green tree calf.

Marbling and stippling effects simulating different types
of wood were also produced.

My Experiences
Once I had decided that I wanted to do rree calf binding.
I began to examine books with the tree pattem. and tried
to establish for myself hor,r, the effect could have been
achieved. I knerv that the application of rvater over the
boards with a stain created the patterns. and my first
thought was that the rvater rvas forced to run from the
centre out. So I began my search for information on how
to do tree marbling. I started looking through
bookbinding books for references on the subject.
Although there were several references to the process
they were varied and sketchy and just skimmed the
surface ofdescribing the complete process.

I collated all the information I had to hand and
incorporated my own ideas. After many hours of trial and
error, I did be_sin to make small but significant pro_eress. I
was learning that like _eood. gold tooling the whole
process is as much about feeling and experience as it is
about getting the recipes right and the processes in the
correct order.

The Challenges
There are many determining factors that can make tree-
calfing a success or failure.

To create the pattern in the desired form, the boards have
to be shaped and curled out and away from the book. The
book is set at an angle to get the water to run down the
boards and in to their centres in order to form the tree
trunk shape. The surface of the leather also has to allow
the liquids to run across it without soakin,e in too fast (if
at all). The biggest problem I encountered is that the
water creating the desired pattem needs to be sufficient
to run down the boards carrying the stain in to the desired
pattern. But the water also needs to run for long enough
to allow the stain to take effect in one go without mixing
too much with the water. causing the areas that should
stay light in colour e.g. the trunk, to turn black or dark
grey.

A set of Cook's Voyages Vols, 1-B were re-backed. The first in
line, Life of Captain Cook was bound in full tree calf to match the
rest of the set.

At this point the water has created the required tree pattern and
the Ferrous Sulphate is developing in to the pattern

Gi.
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Another potential problem is over sprinliling' Once the

recipe hai been sprinliled on to the boards you need the

.oniid"n." to .top it at the right point and to allow the

pattern to develop. as it takes a few seconds for the

pott"- to show. Once the pattern has appeared and is a

th"d" yo, are satisfied with. the boards need to be

washed off. I found that carefully washing with clean tap

water via a hose worked well. Washing with a sponge is

an alternative method, but I soon realised that in some

circumstances where some of the stain that had not taken

properly or was still sitting' on the surface. smearing

rvould occur leaving gtey streaks. By washing rvith a
hose I found that I could stop the pattern from getting

any darker as it dilutes and washes off the stain very

quickly. giving control over the density ofthe pattern.

The Whole Process
The book is bound using a thin board. e.g. l'5mm
makin-q sure that when you cover the book you allow
enough room in the joints for the fill-in board. To
achieve this I cut the fill-in board at the same time as the

thinner board. I back cornered both boards and set the

boards as if being bound together. Then before turning-in

I remove the fill-in boards. I keep in mind when I turn-in
that the turn-ins need to be lifted again to insert the fill-in
boards. Once the book has been turned-in I replace the

fill-in boards with stretchers in the joints to make sure

that I am not short on joint space when it comes to the

binding process.

Once bound and dry. give the cover a heavy but wet
paste wash and allow to dry. Once dry, sponge the book
with Potassium Carbonate (7 coats are reconurended) or
until the leather is thoroughly soaked and has started to
brown slightly.

Curling the Boards

At this point the boards should be soalied and supple
enough to be curled to the desired shape. This is done by
using a tree calf roller. A wooden roller with a diameter
of about 75-l00mm (3 to 4 inches) is used. Place the
book so the one board is open flat on the bench cover
side up. The roller is then placed on the board parallel to
the spine. As the roller is rotated towards the spine with
the wrists, pull the board up and around the roller with

the thumbs. Both boards should be curved outward from

the book. Allow the boards to dry in this curved shape'

The boards are then sponged with glaire' Give two coats

making sure the glaire is even and doesnt froth or streak'

taking care not to glaire the turn-ins or spine' Allow to

dry. You rvill need to mask-off the spine by making a

cover with folded greyboard. or decorator's masking tape

that will peel off the spine without marking it.

The book then gets suspended on rods over a tray at an

angle. which will depend on the pattern you require.

Ensure that the pre-mixed ferrous sulphate is to hand,

together with a supply of clean water.

Charge your brush with the ferrous sulphate in
preparation for sprinkling and then sprinkle the water on

the board creating rivulets. These often flow to the centre

of the board, so use a finger to guide the water. The

pattern create at this point with the water will reflect the

overall finished pattern. The water has to run across the

board and down the centre without soaking in. so speed

and confidence is important at this point. Whilst the

water is still running, sprinkle on the ferrous sulphate
solution.

Adjusting the distance you sprinkle from can also change

the pattern created by the process. If you stand fuither
away from the book the droplets will be smaller resulting
in a finer pattern.

Once the pattern has appeared, wash off with clean
water. This will prevent the pattern from becoming too
dark. This process washes off the excess ferrous sulphate
preventing it from mixing with the water and turning
everything grey or black as the water soaks in to the
leather.

Allow the boards to stand for a few minuets after
washing. This allows the pattem to strike and all surface
water to disappear. At this point the boards should be
supple again, enough to bring the boards back round by
shaping them gently by hand. Stand with the boards
spread apart and allow to dry.

The turn-ins can now be lifted and the fiIl-in boards
glued in place. Prior to tooling, the binding may (if
required) be wiped over with Potassium Carbonate. This

re
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will turn any of the pattem that has gone too dark or
black to a soft brown.

Once the bindings were completed the marbled calf
covers were often finished with a polishing coat of oil or
varnish. As far as I have been able to ascertain. bindings
with tree calf designs shouldnl have gold tooling on the
boards, apart from the edges. It was said that the calf
marbling was all the decoration that was needed.
However. binders did often use a gold pattern or lines
around the board because it helped to frame the tree
pattern and make the pattern standout more.

Equipment and Materials for Calf Marbling
o Paste wash solution - two coats with sponge or

cotton wool, avoid streaking.
o Hydrated Potassium Carbonate. (Salts of Tartar) - A

solution of two rounded teaspoons in a llb jar of
water.

o Ferrous Sulphate Solution (Copperas) - Three
rounded teaspoons in 3 pints of water.

o Water. preferably soft. For sprinkling and washing.
o Large Brushes. These were often made from

bunches of leafless Birch twigs held together by
metal bindings.

o Marbling Rods - for supporting the book at desired
angle over the tray.

e Wooden Roller - about 14" long and 3" - 4
diameter.

The above article appeared in the Spring 2003
edition of Skin Deep, the biannual Newsletter of J.
Hewit &Sons ktd. It is reprinted with the kind
permission of both the company and the author
Richard Smart, who runs his own business, The
Old English Bindery, in Vancouver, Canada.
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Several Years ago Rowley Corbett and I rehandled it
seemed like one third of the Canisius College collection
of brass frnishing tools and other letter stamps owned by
the NSW Guild. Our experiences should be of interest to
readers wishing to rehandle their own tools.

The Canisius College brass finishing tool collection was
itself the progressive amalgamation of several Catholic
seminary binderies collections. As such the tools came
from many sources. and that meant many handle sizes.
Whilst the impression surfaces had all been cleaned in
1987 by, as I recall, Rowley, Keith Turnell and Lloyd
Walters when the collection first came to our notice*. it
was many years before these tools were given to the
Guild.

Years of use had seen many of the handles bumt at the
Insertion end, with man1, of the tools loose and others
made fast with cotton wadding or the like. The handles
on the letters and designs (that is all the tools other than

the wheels) ranged form about 8mm to 25 mm in
diameter and about 80mm to 250mm in length.

Our first task was to decide on some standard sizes for
new handles. As I still owned a wood lathe so that
cutting, rounding, boring. etc of the several hundred
blanks was viable provided we could purchase suitable
rod material. We found the answer in about l5mm
diameter curtain rod material and approx 20mm diameter
broom handle blanks - two sizes rve decided would suit
ever,'thing.

Our next task was to inspect each tool and note which
handle it needed, and hence determine how many handles
we needed. I made more than that to ensure the Guild
had stock for subsequent replacements. On my bench I
sawed the rod to length. Next I punched centres in each
blank using a close fitting tube with a nail hole through a
plug in the end of it - not a perfect centring but adequate
for the purpose. Then I loaded each blanli into my wood

B
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lathe and rounded one end and formed the slight taper on

the insertion end. Finally I set a clearance drill in a

chuck in the spindle. put the inserlion end against it and

the rounded end against my live centre. held the blanli

tightly to prevent it turning and drove the tailstock

forrvard. This bored a truly centred clearance hole. about

80mm deep. That hole has to be deeper than the longest

shanh.

Members without such a facilily can saw blanks to
length. round the ends on a grinding rvheel or sander.

sand a modicum of taper and drill the clearance hole in a

drill press by eye - remembering always it needs to be

small and deep.

The tools had a motley of shanks. but only of two basic

styles. They were either square and tapered on all four
sides or rectangular and tapered only on the long sides.

Some. in both styles. had a shoulder forged on the shank.

In the unshouldered versions it was up to us to find the

degree of insertion into the handle that was adequate for
robustness in use; in the shouldered version we needed to

drive the shoulder home to the handle. On just a few
Ron Midgley brazed a piece of brass rod to extend an

otherrvise too short shank.

Fitting the handles to the tools is a delicate task.

Basically the tapered shank needs to be a tight f,tt. but not
so tight as to split the timber. at the insertion face and

again a tight fit at a point about 2/3 down the length of
the inserted shanli. If the latter is not achieved the tool
will wobble in use. A tight fit means some compression
of the timber.

At first we assessed each shank. opened out the clearance

hole with a selected drill for the 213 deep size sought and

then opened out again with a second drill for the desired
insertion face size. Where the shank was long enough
(between insertion depth and tool head) it was held in a

vice and the handle gently tapped on. Where the shank
was too short for this method the tool face was nursed in
several layers of cloth and the handle again gently tapped
on. About I in 4 we got right first time - the rest we
undid and redrilled until we achieved the desired fit.

To remove tools that were not sufficiently inserted but
already tight we put the handle in a vice, loosely clasped
a pair of pliers around the shanl: under the tool head and
tapped the piers against the head until the tool loosened
in the handle.

Fortuitously I came to hear of a stepped drill - one with
four different diameters along its length. They were not
stocked by hardware stores but they could get one for us.

Whilst costing something like 25 times the price of a

simple drill bit. it was a boon. The steps more or less
matched the tapers and only one opening out was
required, and our first attempt success rate went up to
something more like 3 out of 5. Anyone doing the job
for him or herself would be well advised to borrow the
NSW Guild's step drill.

We now had probably 150 or more discarded handles'

Some rvere sciapped but many others visited my wood

lathe to be cleanld up. shoftened. redrilled and recycled'

Several members bought some of these for their own use'

Finishing Wheels are a different story - the handles are

much larger (30 - 50 nm1 diameter). much longer and

there is a femrle at the insefiion end that allows more

tolerance in the htting without splitting the handle. The

desired length of these handles is very debateable and we

opted for relatively long ones that could be rested on the

user's shoulders (rather than sticking into their shoulder).

Since the femrle takes most of the strain. they were

turned from whatever suitable timber I had with enough

"give" in it. Each handle had grooves cut on it to give

improved gnp and many were sli-ehtly shaped for gup.

Again a long (but larger) clearance hole was drilled'
Keeping that hole central is always an issue.

Finally we resorted to the same trial and error fitting.
although the step drill was of little use. as the shanl<s tend

to be much longer. As for the smaller handles, we

always sought to get gdp at two points along the shank.

Because of their size it would be possible to bore out old
handles say l5mm diameter and hammer in a l5mm rod.

and then redrill that rod. We did not do this; as I recall

the few old large handles we had to scrap were turned
down to make handles for some type-holders we were

also reconditioning.

In the end it is a matter of trail and error in the fitting,
and that means patience and care. And of course you
avoid needing to do the job if you prevent the tool
handles from getting burnt in the first place.

xHistorically it is probably of interest that Brother Paul

Schulze of Canisius College had talien in a can of tools to
the Sydney Technical College and asked were they of
interest, and they alerted us to the horde.

Michael Mathew

A Bibliophile is a booklover.
A Bibliophobe hates books.

A Bibliomaniac is a Bibliophile who has become

obsessed with books.

A Bibliopegist is a Bibliophile with a special regard for
bookbindings.
A Bibliotaph is a book miser.

A Bibliopole sells books to Bibliophiles.
A Biblioklept steals from both of the above.

A Bibliopolator worships books.
A Bibliopath wont let anyone else see his or her

collection.
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Although it has been lar_eely replaced by cotton and
synthetics for commercial binding. linen is still the most
popular thread used by craft bookbinders. It is produced
from flax strau'. Linen is superior to cotton in both
strength and durability, and is usually unbleached. which
adds to its strength. It is a relatively "soft" material. and
is kind to the paper.

A number indicates the thickness of thread. For example
Number I is the result of I pound of flax spun to 300
yards. Number 2 is spun to 600 yards, Number 3 to 900
yards and Number 16 to 4.800 yards. 16-4 is made from
four cords of Number 16. Number 50-2 is a doubled
strand of 15.000 yards.

Good sewin_e thread is both strong and durable. The
thickness of the thread to be used is determined by both
the number of sections and the thickness of the paper to
be sewn. The softness of the paper also has to be taken
into account. as a soft paper will allorv the thread to sink
in. and reduce the effect of thread on the swell. Too thin
a thread will give insufficient swell to the spine. This will
lead to problems when rounding and backin_s. Too much
swell will make nipping, rounding and backing difficult.

Cotton thread has a smooth finish and rvould appear to be
generally suitable for bookbinders. However, it is often
bleached. which reduces its strength.

Both silk and Terylene have a tendency to unravel and
"catch" when sewing, but othenvise there is no reason
why these generally strong materials cannot be used.
Soaking the thread in diluted PVA. followed by air-
drying, can eliminate the problem of "catchin_e".

Nylon thread is actually stronger than cotton and linen.
and has a very smooth surface. It is also inexpensive. Its
relative strength means it can be produced in finer gtades
than other threads. thus reducing swell. However. in that
if the grade is too fine. the smooth surface of the nylon
can result in a tendency to cut the paper.

So. what thread to use? For myself, as a "home" binder,
sewing and repairing small numbers of my own books,
the relatively high cost of linen bookbinding thread is not
relevant. The fact that it is a "traditional" material is
appealing. It is a tried and proven material and I will
continue to use it.

John Turner

May rats and mice devour your paste.
Your paper and your leather:
May your hand letters be defaced.
Your types all mixed together.

May all your pallets. stamps and rolls,
Be on their faces battered:
Your beating stone peck'd full of holes,
Your hammer in pieces shattered.

And may your standing press fall down.
Your pressing boards be crack'd.
May your leather all tum brown.
Each law book edge get blacked.

May you be bothered all your life,
With workman brandy loversl
With sandy boards and dull plough knife.
Thin paste and horny covers.

And may your gilding all rub off,
Your roll burn through your leather.
And you henceforward be obliged
To finish in dry weather.

And may your polisher upon
The face be full of scratches.
May every cover you put on
At least have twenty patches.

May all your colours be too strong.
So as to rot your leather,
May all your books be lettered wrong.
Your fly leaves stick together.

May your laying presses all get broke.
Your books be wrong collated;
And may you with foul charcoal smoke
be almost suffocated.

May your apprentice run away;
Your business be diminished:
And may booksellers never pay

You. when your work is finished.

God grant that you distressed may be.
From constable to beadle:
And live till you can't feel or see

Your press pin from your needle.

lVlorocco Bound Autumn 20M

Anon

lN THE WINTER ISSUE (To be published at the end of May):

. The first of a series of interviews with well-known Sydney bookbinders

. Early Australian Bindings.
o Binders' Secrets - Tips and Tricks

And much more!
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